
 
 

Title: Convent Close 

Judges Assessment: Level 4 

The Judges comments: 

Angie Adams wrote: 

Written down I wasn't sure if this was Convent Close as in street, or Close as in not open.  A lovely evocative 

opening with good use of candles, but my heart dropped with the very pixellated still of the street map, which 

as well as jarring is difficult to read.  I would recommend tracing this by hand and putting it in as a clean slate.  

It undoes all the good ground work that went before. (I was even overlooking the devotee's glittery lipstick!) 

I would have liked to have heard some noise from the other party on the telephone. [2:49] It sounds like 

there's a lightswitch on the soundtrack at the points where the lights fail. [5:19]  & [7:25] At the point we see 

the fuse box, all the fuses are in the 'on' position, is this because the lights failed dues to supernatural forces? I 

was confused as to how they came back on in which case. [Apologies if I'm meant to gloss over that, I'm an 

electronics engineer and spend a long time with fuses.] 

Sudden jump cut at 6:20 is a bit odd, and it doesn't look as dark outside as it did when she came through the 

front door. 

The little things kept interrupting my suspension of disbelief so I struggled to get into this film. e.g. battery 

powered candles.  Could you not have used real candles? 

Well edited and excellent sound profile, it was a shame I didn't really believe there was something coming to 

get her from the other side.  The partner seemed to be on the phone as an opportunity for the character to 

provide exposition.   

Consider using Title Case in the credits. 

 

Alan Colegrave ARPS BPE FACI wrote: 

.This was a very good drama production. Did the wider format work? Was it 1.85 : 1 - maybe C4K.  I thought 

the composition generally worked well. However, sometimes I wondered if 16:9 would be better bearing in 

mind there was only one main actor. What I do question is the white balance consistency. Personally, I felt the 

white balance was too warm especially when the lights were on. Having the WS and a different colour to the 

CU did not work for me. I guess it was shot warm and not made that colour in post otherwise why the 

variations. There is no scoring for acting if there were, I would give an 8 out of 10. I felt some of the gestures 

too directed and did not look natural. 

Tim Stannard AACI wrote: 

The period introduction along with the easily read text leads us to expect a story which will involve evil and 

tension and the film does not disappoint in this respect. The opening shots are well-executed, the location and 

lighting excellent and the monks' chant and solemn bell all add to a sense of mystery and history. I particularly 

liked the snuffing out of the candle which acts not only to indicate the end of the nun's life but as closure to 

the opening scene. The transition to modern times via the (great looking) title card and old map is very smooth 

(the bell clanging as one piece of music dissolves into another) and the shot of the "New Home" cards means 

that the exposition is in place - all told visually ("spiritus sanctus" excepted) and very economically.  



We are snapped out of our reverie with the sudden appearance of our protagonist. Of course, all is not well, 

and we expect some sort of malevolence and the rest of the film is basically a gradual build of tension until the 

climax. In the main this is handled very well. There is a good variety of shots and I particularly liked some of the 

extreme close-ups of the actress’s face where she successfully showed worry, then fear without any hint of 

overacting. Well done! I also liked the shadows of the bannisters - especially when they were repeated with 

what I can only imagine is a deliberate homage to "Nosferatu". A great choice of music and SFX only add to the 

tension. In true Hitchcock suspense style, we never really get a clear picture of the antagonist, just shadows 

and glimpses. it's a tried and trusted formula and is executed well throughout. 

We are kept guessing until the end (indeed we never really know what happens to the girl). Is this really a 

haunting or is it her husband unexpectedly returning to save her at the last minute or, even worse, she 

mistakes him for an intruder and stabs him? No! It is indeed an evil spirit and the film climaxes with a spine-

tingling scream.  

My only disappointment with the story is although it is reasonable the nun might haunt the house/street there 

is no hint as to why she might bear the girl any malice. 

Camerawork and editing throughout are generally excellent with a couple of exceptions which caused me a 

minor distraction. A few shots are rather grainy - presumably due to shooting in low light although others in 

similar light look fine. There are occasional issues with colour balance between shots - for example the white 

of the girl's tee-shirt switched between a creamy white and a bright white in her first scenes. There are also a 

couple of instances where it feels the line is being crossed (2:07, 6:06). But against this the cutting between 

shots seems very natural and fluid and the pace varies, never feeling too slow or too hurried. Video FX are 

composited in well and you have avoided going overboard with them. There is a bit of room noise on some of 

the shots, but nothing unacceptable. 

A great team effort which I enjoyed watching. 

 

 

 

  

Grade Definitions 

Level 5  
An excellent production demonstrating high levels of creative and technical ability. It will be appealing to the audience 
and all round very satisfying to watch 
 
Level 4  
The film maker will have demonstrated a good grasp of the art of cinematography and have told a good story. Technically 
it will be very good although there may be occasional minor lapses which let it down. 
 
Level 3  
Films at this level show a reasonable level of competency but lack sufficient creativity and/or technique. Attention to 
detail within editing, such as loose cutting, poor continuity or variable sound quality/mixing may occasionally be an issue.   
 
Level 2  
The film maker is on a learning curve and whilst some techniques are demonstrated others have yet to be fully developed. 
Work in progress, but on the way. 
 
Level 1  
There is much to learn and the basic skills have yet to be applied - the viewers interest is unlikely to be maintained for 
very long. 

 


